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R E P O R T  T O  T H E  J U D I C I A L  C O U N C I L
Item No.: 23-077 

For business meeting on: March 24, 2023 

Title 

Rules and Forms: Miscellaneous Technical 
Changes 

Rules, Forms, Standards, or Statutes Affected 
Amend rules 8.137, 8.406, 8.416, 8.730, 
8.805, and 8.837; revise forms AT-138/EJ-
125, CR-290, CR-292, and JV-469 

Recommended by 

Judicial Council staff 
Anne M. Ronan, Supervising Attorney 
Legal Services 

Agenda Item Type 

Action Required 

Effective Date 

April 1 and May 1, 2023 

Date of Report 

February 14, 2023 

Contact 

Anne M. Ronan, 415-865-8933 
anne.ronan@jud.ca.gov 

Executive Summary 
Various members of the judicial branch, members of the public, and Judicial Council staff have 
identified errors in the California Rules of Court and Judicial Council forms resulting from 
typographical errors, and minor changes needed to conform to recent legislation or previous 
council actions. Judicial Council staff recommend making the necessary corrections to ensure the 
rules and forms conform to law and to avoid causing confusion for court users, clerks, and 
judicial officers. 

Recommendation 
Judicial Council staff recommend that the council take the following actions: 

Effective April 1, 2023: 

1. Amend rule 8.137(g)(3) to clarify a cross-reference to subdivision (f)(2) and delete an
extraneous word.
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2. Amend rule 8.406(a) to update cross-references that changed when the rule was recently 
amended. 

3. Amend rule 8.416 to correct a cross-reference to other rules. 

4. Amend rule 8.730(c)(1) and (d) of the California Rules of Court to correct cross-references to 
rules that were recently renumbered as rules 8.720, 8.724, and 8.728, respectively.  

5. Amend rule 8.805(a) to change the cross-reference to the Supreme Court rules in division 5 
of title 8, to division 7 of title 8, where the referenced rules are now located.  

6. Amend 8.837 to clarify a cross-reference to subdivision (d)(4). 

7. Revise Application and Order for Appearance and Examination (form AT-138/EJ-125) to 
add the numeral denoting item 2, which was inadvertently omitted from the form in a recent 
revision.  

8. Revise Petition and Order to Exit and Reenter Jurisdiction—Nonminor Dependent (form JV-
469) to correct a sentence in item 2 of the form that directs the person filing the petition to 
indicate how consent was obtained from the subject of the petition, but refers to the “consent 
of the minor” and should instead read “consent of the nonminor” because the petition can 
only be filed after the subject has reached the age of 18. 

Effective May 1, 2023: 

9. Revise Felony Abstract of Judgment—Determinate (form CR-290) to replace an incorrect 
reference in item 9e to “Court Operations Assessment” with “Conviction Assessment,” add 
back boxes to items 6 and 8 to indicate years and months for sentencing purposes, and 
indicate statutory references to the Penal Code.  

10. Revise Abstract of Judgment—Prison Commitment—Indeterminate (form CR-292) to replace 
check boxes indicating whether the commitment is to state prison or county jail with 
“Commitment to State Prison—Abstract of Judgment” and correct item 6b by replacing a 
sentence of “15 years to Life” (already listed in item 6a) with “25 years to Life.”  

The text of the amended rule and the revised forms are attached at pages 4–14. 

Relevant Previous Council Action 
The Judicial Council has acted on these rules and forms previously. This proposal addresses 
minor corrections of items that were either inadvertently omitted in the prior action or unrelated 
to any prior action. 
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Analysis/Rationale 
The changes to these rules and forms are technical in nature and necessary to correct inadvertent 
omissions or incorrect references. They are needed to ensure that the rules and forms are correct 
and conform to the law. 

Policy implications 
There are no policy implications to this proposal. 

Comments 
This proposal was not circulated for public comment because the changes are noncontroversial, 
involve technical revisions, and are therefore within the Judicial Council’s purview to adopt 
without circulation. (See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 10.22(d)(2).) 

Alternatives considered 
The forms and rules need to be corrected, so the alternative of taking no action was not 
considered. An earlier effective date was considered for the CR form corrections, but court 
administrators requested additional time to allow for input of the corrected forms into electronic 
case management systems. 

Fiscal and Operational Impacts 
Operational impacts are expected to be minor. The proposed revisions may result in reproduction 
costs if courts provide hard copies of any of the forms recommended for revision. Because the 
proposed changes are technical corrections, case management systems are unlikely to need 
updating to implement any other than the CR forms. 

Attachments and Links 
1. Cal. Rules of Court, rules 8.137, 8.406, 8.416, 8.730, 8.805, and 8.837, at pages 4–6 
2. Forms AT-138/EJ-125, CR-290, CR-292, and JV-469, at pages 7–14 

 



Rules 8.137, 8.406, 8.416, 8.730, 8.805, and 8.837 of the California Rules of Court are 
amended, effective April 1, 2023, to read:  
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Rule 8.137.  Settled statement 1 
 2 
(a)–(f) * * * 3 
 4 
(g) Review of the corrected statement 5 
 6 

(1)–(2) * * * 7 
 8 

(3) Within 10 days after the time for filing proposed modifications or objections 9 
under (2) has expired, the trial court judge must review the corrected or 10 
modified statement and any proposed modifications or objections to the 11 
statement filed by the parties. The procedures in (f)(2) or in (f)(3) apply if the 12 
trial court judge determines that further corrections or modifications are 13 
necessary to ensure that the statement is an accurate summary of the evidence 14 
and the testimony of each witness relevant to the points that the appellant 15 
states under (d)(1) are being raised on appeal. 16 

 17 
(h) * * * 18 
 19 
Rule 8.406.  Time to appeal 20 
 21 
(a) Normal time 22 
 23 

(1)  Except as provided in (2) and (3), (A), (B), and (2), a notice of appeal must 24 
be filed within 60 days after the rendition of the judgment or the making of 25 
the order being appealed.  26 

 27 
(A)–(B) * * * 28 

 29 
(2) * * *  30 

 31 
(b)–(d) * * * 32 
 33 
Rule 8.416.  Appeals from all terminations of parental rights; dependency appeals in 34 

Orange, Imperial, and San Diego Counties and in other counties by local rule 35 
 36 
(a) * * * 37 
 38 
(b) Form of record 39 
 40 
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(1) The clerk’s and reporter’s transcripts must comply with rules 8.45–8.467, 1 
relating to sealed and confidential records, and, except as provided in (2) and 2 
(3), with rule 8.144. 3 

 4 
(2)–(3) * * * 5 

 6 
(c)–(h) * * * 7 
 8 
Rule 8.730.  Filing, modification, and finality of decision; remittitur 9 
 10 
(a)–(b) * * * 11 
 12 
(c) Finality of decision 13 
 14 

(1) A court’s denial of a petition for a writ under rule 8.495 8.720, 8.496 8.724, 15 
or 8.498 8.728 without issuance of a writ of review is final in that court when 16 
filed. 17 

 18 
(2)–(5) * * * 19 

 20 
(d) Remittitur 21 
 22 

A Court of Appeal must issue a remittitur in a writ proceeding under this chapter 23 
except when the court denies the petition under rule 8.495 8.720, 8.496 8.724, or 24 
8.498 8.728 without issuing a writ of review. Rule 8.272(b)–(d) governs issuance 25 
of a remittitur in writ proceedings under this chapter. 26 

 27 
Rule 8.805.  Amendments to rules and statutes 28 
 29 
(a) Amendments to rules 30 
 31 

Only the Judicial Council may amend these rules, except the rules in division 5 7, 32 
which may be amended only by the Supreme Court. An amendment by the Judicial 33 
Council must be published in the advance pamphlets of the Official Reports and 34 
takes effect on the date ordered by the Judicial Council. 35 

 36 
(b) * * * 37 
 38 
Rule 8.837.  Statement on appeal 39 
 40 
(a)–(d) * * * 41 
 42 
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(e) Review of the corrected statement 1 
 2 

(1)–(2) * * * 3 
 4 

(3) Within 10 days after the time for filing proposed modifications or objections 5 
under (2) has expired, the judge must review the corrected or modified 6 
statement and any proposed modifications or objections to the statement filed 7 
by the parties. The procedures in (d)(3) or (d)(4) apply if the judge 8 
determines that further corrections or modifications are necessary to ensure 9 
that the statement is an accurate summary of the evidence and the testimony 10 
of each witness relevant to the points which the appellant states under (c)(1) 11 
are being raised on appeal. 12 

 13 
(f) * * * 14 
 15 



Form Adopted for Mandatory Use  
Judicial Council of California  
AT-138/EJ-125 [Rev. April 1, 2023]

APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR 
APPEARANCE AND EXAMINATION 

(Attachment—Enforcement of Judgment)

Code of Civil Procedure, §§ 491.110,
708.110, 708.120, 708.150, 708.170

www.courts.ca.gov

AT-138/EJ-125
FOR COURT USE ONLY

DRAFT 

2/10/2023 

Not approved by 
the Judicial Council

CASE NUMBER:

ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY: STATE BAR NO.:

NAME:

FIRM NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP CODE:

TELEPHONE NO.: FAX NO.:

EMAIL ADDRESS:

ATTORNEY FOR (name):

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
STREET ADDRESS:

MAILING ADDRESS:

CITY AND ZIP CODE:

BRANCH NAME:

PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT:

APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR APPEARANCE AND EXAMINATION
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT ATTACHMENT (Third Person)
Judgment Debtor or Third Person

ORDER TO APPEAR FOR EXAMINATION
1. TO (name):

YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR personally before this court, or before a referee appointed by the court, to
a. furnish information to aid in enforcement of a money judgment against you.
b. answer concerning property of the judgment debtor in your possession or control or concerning a debt you owe the

judgment debtor.
c. answer concerning property of the defendant in your possession or control or concerning a debt you owe the defendant

that is subject to attachment.

2.

Date: Time: Dept. or Div.: Rm.:
Address of court is shown above is:

3. This order may be served by a sheriff, marshal, registered process server, or the following specially appointed person (name):

Date:
JUDGE 

This order must be served not less than 10 days before the date set for the examination. 

IMPORTANT NOTICES ON PAGES 2 AND 3
APPLICATION FOR ORDER TO APPEAR FOR EXAMINATION

4. Original judgment creditor Assignee of record Plaintiff who has a right to attach order
applies for an order requiring                    (name):
to appear and furnish information to aid in enforcement of the money judgment or to answer concerning property or debt.

5. The person to be examined is
a. the judgment debtor.
b. a third person (1) who has possession or control of property belonging to the judgment debtor or the defendant or (2) who 

owes the judgment debtor or the defendant more than $250. An affidavit supporting this application under Code of Civil 
Procedure section 491.110 or 708.120 is attached.

6. The person to be examined resides or has a place of business in this county or within 150 miles of the place of examination.

7. This court is not the court in which the money judgment is entered or (attachment only) the court that issued the writ of  
attachment. An affidavit supporting an application under Code of Civil Procedure section 491.150 or 708.160 is attached.

The judgment debtor has been examined within the past 120 days. An affidavit showing good cause for another examination 
is attached.

8.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Date:

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT)

(Continued on pages 2 and 3) Page 1 of 3
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AT-138/EJ-125 [Rev. April 1, 2023] APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR 
APPEARANCE AND EXAMINATION 

(Attachment—Enforcement of Judgment)

Page 2 of 3

AT-138/EJ-125
Information for Judgment Creditor Regarding Service  

If you want to be able to ask the court to enforce the order on the judgment debtor or any third party, you 
must have a copy of the order personally served on the judgment debtor by a sheriff, marshal, registered 
process server, or the person appointed in item 3 of the order at least 10 calendar days before the date of 
the hearing, and have a proof of service filed with the court. 

IMPORTANT NOTICES ABOUT THE ORDER

APPEARANCE OF JUDGMENT DEBTOR (ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT) 
NOTICE TO JUDGMENT DEBTOR   If you fail to appear at the time and place specified in this order,  
you may be subject to arrest and punishment for contempt of court, and the court may make an  
order requiring you to pay the reasonable attorney fees incurred by the judgment creditor in this  
proceeding.

APPEARANCE OF A THIRD PERSON (ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT)

NOTICE TO PERSON SERVED   If you fail to appear at the time and place specified in this order,  you 
may be subject to arrest and punishment for contempt of court, and the court may make an  order 
requiring you to pay the reasonable attorney fees incurred by the judgment creditor in this  
proceeding.

NOTICE TO JUDGMENT DEBTOR   The person in whose favor the judgment was entered in this  
action claims that the person to be examined under this order has possession or control of property 
that is yours or owes you a debt. This property or debt is as follows (describe the property or debt):

If you claim that all or any portion of this property or debt is exempt from enforcement of the money  
judgment, you must file your exemption claim in writing with the court and have a copy personally  
served on the judgment creditor not later than three days before the date set for the examination.  
You must appear at the time and place set for the examination to establish your claim of exemption  
or your exemption may be waived.

APPEARANCE OF A THIRD PERSON (ATTACHMENT)

NOTICE TO PERSON SERVED   If you fail to appear at the time and place specified in this order, you 
may be subject to arrest and punishment for contempt of court, and the court may make an order 
requiring you to pay the reasonable attorney fees incurred by the plaintiff in this proceeding.
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AT-138/EJ-125 [Rev. April 1, 2023] APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR 
APPEARANCE AND EXAMINATION 

(Attachment—Enforcement of Judgment)

Page 3 of 3

Print this form Save this form Clear this form
For your protection and privacy, please press the Clear
This Form button after you have printed the form.

AT-138/EJ-125

APPEARANCE OF A CORPORATION, PARTNERSHIP,  
ASSOCIATION, TRUST, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, OR OTHER ORGANIZATION

If the order to appear for the examination on page 1 does not require the appearance of a specified 
individual:

• The organization has a duty to designate one or more of the following to appear and be
examined: officers, directors, managing agents, or other persons who are familiar with the
organization's property and debts.

• Failure to designate such a person familiar with the organization's property and debts to
appear for examination will result in the order to appear for the examination to be deemed to
have been made to, and require the appearance of, the following:

• If the organization is a corporation registered with the Secretary of State, a natural
person named as the chief financial officer in the corporation's most recent filing with
the Secretary of State. If no one is so named, a natural person named as the chief
executive officer in the corporation's most recent filing with the Secretary of State. If no
one is so named, a natural person named as the secretary in the corporation's most
recent filing with the Secretary of State.

• If the organization is a limited liability company registered with the Secretary of State,
the first natural person named as a manager or member in the limited liability
company's most recent filing with the Secretary of State.

• If the organization is a limited partnership registered with the Secretary of State, the
first natural person named as a general partner in the limited partnership's most recent
filing with the Secretary of State.

• If the organization is not registered with the Secretary of State or the organization's
filings with the Secretary of State do not identify a natural person as described above, a
natural person identified by the judgment creditor as being familiar with the property
and debts of the organization, together with an affidavit or declaration signed by the
judgment creditor that sets forth the factual basis for the identification of the individual.
The affidavit or declaration shall be served on the organization together with the order.

• Service of an order to appear for an examination upon an organization by any method
permitted under the Code of Civil Procedure or the Corporations Code, including service on
the agent of the organization for service of process, shall be deemed effective service of the
order to appear upon the individuals identified above.

Request for Accommodations. Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign 
language interpreter services are available if you ask at least 5 days before your hearing. Contact the clerk’s 
office for Disability Accommodation Request (form MC-410). (Civil Code, § 54.8.)
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CR-290FELONY ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT—DETERMINATE
(NOT VALID WITHOUT COMPLETED PAGE TWO OF CR-290 ATTACHED)

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF:

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA v. DOB:

DEFENDANT:

AKA:

CII NO:

BOOKING NO: NOT PRESENT

-A

-B

-C

-D
FELONY ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT AMENDED ABSTRACT

PRISON COMMITMENT COUNTY JAIL COMMITMENT

DATE OF HEARING DEPT. NO. JUDGE

CLERK REPORTER PROBATION NO. OR PROBATION OFFICER IMMEDIATE SENTENCING

COUNSEL FOR PEOPLE COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT APPOINTED

FOR COURT USE ONLY

1. Defendant was convicted of the commission of the following felonies:
Additional counts are listed on attachment

(number of pages attached)

CODE SECTION NO. CRIME
YEAR CRIME 
COMMITTED

DATE OF 
CONVICTION 

(MO./DATE/YR.)

CONVICTED BY
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P
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S
E
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S
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PRINCIPAL OR 
CONSECUTIVE 
TIME IMPOSED

YRS. MOS.
COUNT

/ /
/ /
/ /
/ /
/ /
/ /

2. ENHANCEMENTS charged and found to be true TIED TO SPECIFIC COUNTS (mainly in the PC 12022 series). List each count enhancement 
horizontally. Enter time imposed, "S" for stayed, or "PS" for punishment struck. DO NOT LIST ENHANCEMENTS FULLY STRICKEN by the court.

COUNT TIME IMPOSED,
"S," or "PS"

ENHANCEMENT
TIME IMPOSED, 

"S," or "PS"
TIME IMPOSED,

"S," or "PS"
ENHANCEMENT ENHANCEMENT TOTAL

3. ENHANCEMENTS charged and found to be true for PRIOR CONVICTIONS OR PRISON TERMS (mainly in the PC 667 series). List all 
enhancements horizontally. Enter time imposed, "S" for stayed, or "PS" for punishment struck. DO NOT LIST ENHANCEMENTS FULLY 
STRICKEN by the court.

TIME IMPOSED, 
"S," or "PS"

ENHANCEMENT
TIME IMPOSED, 

"S," or "PS"
TIME IMPOSED, 

"S," or "PS"
ENHANCEMENT ENHANCEMENT TOTAL

4. Defendant sentenced to county jail per PC 1170(h)(1) or (2)

to prison per PC 1170(a), 1170.1(a) or 1170(h)(3) due to current or prior serious or violent felony PC 290 or PC 186.11 enhancement

per PC 667(b)-(i) or PC 1170.12 (strike prior)

per PC 1170(a)(3). Preconfinement credits equal or exceed time imposed. Defendant ordered to report to local parole or probation office.

5. INCOMPLETE SENTENCE(S) CONSECUTIVE
COUNTY CASE NUMBER 6. TOTAL TIME ON ATTACHED PAGES:

7. Additional indeterminate term (see CR-292).

8. TOTAL TIME:

Attachments may be used but must be referred to in this document. Page 1 of 2

Form Adopted for Mandatory Use 
Judicial Council of California 
CR-290 [Rev. May 1, 2023]

Penal Code, §§ 1213, 1213.5
FELONY ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT—DETERMINATE
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CR-290
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA v.
DEFENDANT:

-A -B -C -D

9. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS (plus any applicable penalty assessments):

$

$

$

$

a. Restitution Fines:

Case A:

Case B:

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.
$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.
$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

Case C:

Case D:

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.
$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.
$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

b. Restitution per PC 1202.4(f):

Case A:

Case B:

Case C:

Case D:

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

*Victim name(s), if known, and amount breakdown in item 13, below. *Victim name(s) in probation officer's report.

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

c. Fines:

Case A:

Case B:

Case C:

Case D:

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

d. Court Operations Assessment: per PC 1465.8.$ e. Conviction Assessment: per GC 70373.$ f. Other: $ per (specify):

10. TESTING: Compliance with PC 296 verified AIDS per PC 1202.1 (specify):Other
11. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT: (specify code section):per

12. MANDATORY SUPERVISION: Execution of a portion of the defendant's sentence is suspended and deemed a period of mandatory 
supervision under Penal Code section 1170(h)(5)(B) as follows (specify total sentence, portion suspended, and amount to be served forthwith):

Total: Suspended: Served forthwith:

13. (specify):Other orders

14. IMMEDIATE SENTENCING: Probation to prepare and submit a
post-sentence report to CDCR per PC 1203c.

Defendant's race/national origin:

15. EXECUTION OF SENTENCING IMPOSED

a. at initial sentencing hearing

b. at resentencing per decision on appeal

c. after revocation of probation

d. at resentencing per recall of commitment (PC 1172.1)

e. (specify):Other

CASE ACTUAL LOCAL CONDUCTTOTAL CREDITS

A

B

C

D

Date Sentence Pronounced

PC 2933

PC 2933.1

PC 4019

Time Served in State Institution

DMH CDC CRC

16. CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED

PC 4019

PC 2933.1

PC 2933

PC 4019

PC 2933.1

PC 2933

PC 4019

PC 2933.1

PC 2933

17. The defendant is remanded to the custody of the sheriff forthwith after 48 hours excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.

To be delivered to the reception center designated by the director of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation

county jail (specify):Other

CLERK OF THE COURT

I hereby certify the foregoing to be a correct abstract of the judgment made in this action.

DEPUTY'S SIGNATURE Date:

CR-290 [Rev. May 1, 2023] FELONY ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT—DETERMINATE Page 2 of 2
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA v.

DEFENDANT:

DOB:
-A

-B

-C

-D
COMMITMENT TO STATE PRISON
ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT

AMENDED ABSTRACT

AKA:

CII NO:

BOOKING NO: NOT PRESENT

DEPT. NO.

CLERK REPORTER PROBATION NO. OR PROBATION OFFICER

FOR COURT USE ONLY

COUNSEL FOR PEOPLE

CR-292

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF:

ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT—PRISON COMMITMENT—INDETERMINATE
(NOT VALID WITHOUT COMPLETED PAGE TWO OF CR-292 ATTACHED)

DATE OF HEARING JUDGE

IMMEDIATE SENTENCING

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT APPTD.

COUNT SECTION NO. CRIME
YEAR CRIME 
COMMITTED

DATE OF  
CONVICTION 

(MO./DATE/YR.)
CODE

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

JU
R

Y

C
O

U
R

T

P
L

E
A

CONVICTED BY

65
4 

S
T

A
Y

C
O

N
C

U
R

R
E

N
T

C
O

N
S

E
C

U
T
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E

1. Defendant was convicted of the commission of the following felonies:
Additional counts are listed on attachment

(number of pages attached)

2. ENHANCEMENTS charged and found to be true TIED TO SPECIFIC COUNTS (mainly in the PC 12022 series). List each count enhancement
horizontally. Enter time imposed or "S" for stayed. DO NOT LIST ANY STRICKEN ENHANCEMENT(S).

COUNT
TIME IMPOSED 

OR "S" FOR 
STAYED

ENHANCEMENTENHANCEMENT ENHANCEMENT TOTAL
TIME IMPOSED 

OR "S" FOR 
STAYED

TIME IMPOSED 
OR "S" FOR 

STAYED

3. ENHANCEMENTS charged and found to be true FOR PRIOR CONVICTIONS OR PRISON TERMS (mainly in the PC 667 series). List all
enhancements horizontally. Enter time imposed or "S" for stayed. DO NOT LIST ANY STRICKEN ENHANCEMENT(S).

ENHANCEMENTENHANCEMENT ENHANCEMENT TOTAL
TIME IMPOSED 

OR "S" FOR 
STAYED

TIME IMPOSED 
OR "S" FOR 

STAYED

TIME IMPOSED 
OR "S" FOR 

STAYED

Defendant was sentenced to State Prison for an INDETERMINATE TERM as follows:

4. LIFE WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE on counts

5. LIFE WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE on counts

6. a. 15 years to Life on counts

b. on counts25 years to Life

c.  years to Life on counts

d.  years to Life on counts

PLUS enhancement time shown above

Additional determinate term (see CR-290).7. 

8. Defendant was sentenced pursuant to PC 667(b)-(i) or PC 1170.12 PC 667.61 PC 667.7 (specify):Other

This form is prescribed under PC 1213.5 to satisfy the requirements of PC 1213 for determinate sentences. Attachments may be used but must be referred to in this document.
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CR-292

DEFENDANT:
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA v.

-A -B -C -D

$

$

$

$

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

9. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS (plus any applicable penalty assessments):

a. Restitution Fines:

Case A:

Case B:

b. Restitution per PC 1202.4(f):

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.

$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.

$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

Case C:

Case D:

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.

$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

$ per PC 1202.4(b) (forthwith per PC 2085.5 if prison commitment); per PC 1202.45 suspended unless parole is revoked.

$ per PC 1202.44 is now due, probation having been revoked.

Case A:

Case B:

Case C:

Case D:

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

$ Amount to be determined to victim(s)* Restitution Fund

*Victim name(s), if known, and amount breakdown in item 12, below. *Victim name(s) in probation officer's report.

c. Fines:

Case A:

Case B:

Case C:

Case D:

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

$

$$ per PC 1202.5 per VC 23550 or days county jail prison in lieu of fine concurrent consecutive

includes: Lab Fee per HS 11372.5(a) $ Drug Program Fee per HS 11372.7(a) for each qualifying offense

d. Court Security Fee: per PC 1465.8.$ e. Criminal Conviction Assessment: per GC 70373.$

10. TESTING: a. Compliance with PC 296 verified b. AIDS per PC 1202.1 (specify):Otherc.

11. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT: (specify code section):per

12. Other orders (specify):

13. IMMEDIATE SENTENCING:

Probation to prepare and submit post-sentence report to
CDCR per PC 1203c.

Defendant's race/national origin:

14. EXECUTION OF SENTENCING IMPOSED

a. at initial sentencing hearing

b. at resentencing per decision on appeal

c. after revocation of probation

d. at resentencing per recall of commitment (PC 1172.1)

e. (specify):Other

CASE ACTUAL LOCAL CONDUCTTOTAL CREDITS

A

B

C

D

Date Sentence Pronounced

PC 2933

PC 2933.1

PC 4019
PC 2933

PC 2933.1

PC 4019

PC 2933

PC 2933.1

PC 4019

PC 2933

PC 2933.1

PC 4019

Time Served in State Institution

DMH CDC CRC

15. CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED

16. The defendant is remanded to the custody of the sheriff forthwith after 48 hours excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.

To be delivered to the reception center designated by the director of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation

county jail (specify):Other

CLERK OF THE COURT

I hereby certify the foregoing to be a correct abstract of the judgment made in this action.

DEPUTY'S SIGNATURE Date:

CR-292 [Rev. May 1, 2023] ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT—PRISON COMMITMENT—INDETERMINATE Page 2 of 2
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Form Adopted for Mandatory Use 
Judicial Council of California 
JV-469 [Rev. April 1, 2023]

Welfare and Institutions Code, § 388(f); 
Cal. Rules of Court, rules 

5.555, 5.570, and 5.906—
PETITION AND ORDER TO EXIT AND REENTER 

 JURISDICTION    NONMINOR DEPENDENT

JV-469
ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY STATE BAR NUMBER:

NAME:

FIRM NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP CODE:

TELEPHONE NO.: FAX NO.:

EMAIL ADDRESS:

ATTORNEY FOR (name):

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
STREET ADDRESS:

MAILING ADDRESS:

CITY AND ZIP CODE:

BRANCH NAME:

NONMINOR'S NAME:

PETITION AND ORDER TO EXIT AND REENTER 
 JURISDICTION   NONMINOR DEPENDENT—

FOR COURT USE ONLY

DRAFT 
Not approved by 

the Judicial Council

CASE NUMBER:

Page 1 of 1

1. Petitioner (name):

a. Social worker

c. Tribal placing agency

requests on behalf of and with the consent of the nonminor named above that the court dismiss its jurisdiction under Welfare and 
Institutions Code section 300 or 450 and assume general jurisdiction under Welfare and Institutions Code section 303, and then 
immediately resume its jurisdiction under section 300 or 450 to establish the nonminor's eligibility for federal financial participation. 
Petitioner certifies that the nonminor is not categorically ineligible for federal foster care benefits and is not a member of a tribe 
whose services would be disrupted by seeking to establish federal eligibility. Petitioner certifies that the petition is in the nonminor's 
best interest, and that reasonable efforts were made to meet the nonminor's needs prior to a foster care placement.

b. Probation officer

2. Petitioner obtained the consent of the nonminor on (date): via the following method (specify how consent
was obtained):

3. Notice of this request has been provided to the nonminor and the attorney for the nonminor via first class mail, personal service, or
electronic service as provided in Welfare and Institutions Code section 212.5, and a proof of service is attached.

Date:

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE) 

(The court will complete the section below only if a hearing is set.)

ORDER

4. The court orders the following:

The matter is set for hearing on (date): (time):
in department:

At the court address listed above.

Date:

(JUDICIAL OFFICER)

www.courts.ca.gov
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